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Abstract. In this paper we propose a robust text segmentation method
in complex background. The proposed method first utilizes the K-means
algorithm to decompose a detected text block into different binary image
layers. Then an effective post-processing is followed to eliminate back-
ground residues in each layer. In this step we develop a group of robust
constraints to characterize general text regions based on color, edge and
stroke thickness. We also propose the components relation constraint
(CRC) designed specifically for Chinese characters. Finally the text im-
age layer is identified based on the periodical and symmetrical layout
of text lines. The experimental results show that our method can effec-
tively eliminate a wide range of background residues, and has a better
performance than the K-means method, as well as a high speed.

1 Introduction

Text embedded in images or video frames usually includes plentiful semantic
information and thus provides an important clue for the index and retrieval of
the contents of images and videos. In the past ten years many research works
have been done on text detection, localization in images and videos [1,2,3,4,5],
and text tracking in videos [6,7]. However, the issue of text extraction or text
segmentation has not been studied extensively [8], especially for text embedded
in complex background. Generally an OCR engine is employed to convert pixel
text in images into plain text, but it is only able to recognize well-segmented
binary images. For text in images or video frames, especially in complex back-
ground, a segmentation process aiming at removing background and improving
text quality is always needed before text is fed into an OCR engine. However,
it is still a challenging task to segment text out completely and accurately from
complex background, i.e., there are no broken strokes, no conglutinated strokes
and no background residues. A robust text segmentation approach is very sig-
nificant, since it can prevent the performance of an OCR engine from degrading
greatly.

Many algorithms have been proposed to address the issue of text segmenta-
tion. Among these algorithms, the threshold-based methods [2,9,10] were first
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developed to segment text in documents or images with simple background.
The related thresholds are generally chosen based on intensity contrast between
text and background. These approaches will fail for text embedded in com-
plex background [11]. Otsu in [12] presents a general adaptive threshold method
through minimizing the intra-class variance. Although this technique can be ap-
plied in text segmentation in complex background, some undesirable background
residues are possibly left due to their similarity with text color. This will reduce
the recognition rate of an OCR engine greatly.

Some authors have also considered the spatial information of text in their
segmentation algorithms. Gao et al. [13] utilize the Gaussian mixtures to model
text regions and background. In their method, each Gaussian represents the re-
gions with the same color property. An adaptive searching algorithm based on
the constraint of text layout relation is developed to discriminate text and back-
ground regions. Chen et al. [4] also use the GMM but the model parameters are
estimated based on MRF. A post-processing procedure including the connected
component analysis and the grayscale consistency constraint is used to eliminate
the components with illegal size or a different gray level value from text. They
report their approach yields similar results as the K-means algorithm [12] does,
but the latter has a lower computation cost. Ye et al. [14] employ the ”edge
couple” characteristic of text to sample text pixels, and then a GMM is trained
online to model the distribution of the hue and intensity values of text pixels.
They employ the spatial connectivity information and the connected components
analysis to further refine the segmentation results. Today many preprocessing
techniques are also suggested to improve image quality before segmentation,
including sub-pixel interpolation [7,15], multi-frame integration for videos [6,7]
and character stroke enhancement [15].

In this paper, we propose a robust approach to text segmentation in complex
background. The K-means algorithm is first adopted to cluster a detected rectan-
gle text block into K binary image layers, and then an effective post-processing
procedure is applied to obtain more complete and accurate segmentation results.
Compared with previous works, we present more robust constraints to charac-
terize general text regions based on color, edge and stroke thickness, which can
effectively eliminate a wide range of background residues to refine the segmenta-
tion results furthest. We also propose the components relation constraint (CRC)
which is designed specifically for Chinese characters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we present the details of the
proposed text segmentation algorithm in Section 2; the experimental results are
reported in Section 3; Section 4 concludes our work.

2 Description of Our Algorithm

We first detect text in images or video frames using the text detection algorithm
presented in [5]. After that, each localized text block is rescaled to a proper
size using sub-pixel linear interpolation [15]. This rescaling will not only help
to improve the text resolution if the height of text blocks is less than 20 pixels,
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but also make some constraints proposed by us not sensitive to scale. In our
experiments, only those characters whose height and width are in the range
from 24 to 32 pixels are considered. After scaled, each text block will have the
new height of about 40 pixels if it is horizontal, and the width of about 40 pixels
or so for vertical. Fig.1 gives two examples of text blocks detected from the
frames of TV news and both have extremely complex background.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Examples of text blocks with complex background

2.1 Preliminary Segmentation Using K-Means Clustering

For each rescaled text block, the K-means algorithm [12] is applied to cluster
pixels into K binary image layers based on their YCbCr color vectors. As for
the number of clusters K, our experiments show that choosing K= 3 or K= 4
can be adapted to almost all cases. The explanation can be as follows: (1) text
aligning compactly in a well-localized text block generally has uniform color
and occupies a considerable large area, thus there are generally no more than
four humps in the smoothed gray level histogram of the text block; (2) for text
blocks with simple background, the number of humps is usually 2, but even
if we vary K from 2 to 3, the integrity of character strokes after clustering is
seldom influenced, since the color of text is more homogeneous than the color of
background; (3) sometimes only one large hump appears, and this occurs when
text has similar color with its surrounding background, a larger K is needed in
this case. In our experiments, K= 3 or K= 4 is decided adaptively based on the
smoothed gray level histogram of text blocks. A reference line which represents
c times the average of all bins of the histogram is set in the histogram to find
out the number of isolated humps above it (Fig.2), and c is chosen as 0.8 here.
We choose K= 3 when two or three humps appear in the histogram and K= 4
in other cases. After clustering, three or four binary image layers are generated
and we assume that text is contained in one of them (i.e. text image layer). Fig.3
gives an example and Fig.3 (a)(b)(c) correspond respectively the three binary
image layers generated for the text block in Fig.1 (a). Since it is often difficult
to decide immediately which layer is the text image layer, we will let all layers
follow the same post-processing procedure presented below.

2.2 Post-processing Based on Multiple Constraints

For each image layer obtained, the connected component analysis is performed to
get a set of connected components and those whose height or width are less than
two pixels will be removed. Then a group of constraints are applied to further
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Fig. 2. The smoothed gray level
histogram and its reference line
for the text block in Fig.1 (a)

Fig. 3. Three binary image layers generated by
K-means algorithm (K=3) for the text block in
Fig. 1 (a). The image layer (a) is the text image
layer.

eliminating the remaining background residues to refine the preliminary segmen-
tation results. These constraints include the color constraint (CC), the edge mag-
nitude constraint (EMC) and the thickness constraint (TC). For Chinese char-
acters, the components relation constraint (CRC) can be additionally applied.

To be concise, we list some notations frequently used here. L denotes the
current image layer and C denotes the current connected component; mL and
σL denote the mean and the standard deviation of the original YCbCr color
value c of the white pixels in L, and σL = (E|c−mL|2)1/2, similarly we have mC

and σC for C; Hi and Wi are the height and the width of the bounding box of
the connected component Ci, i = 1, 2, · · · ; Hmax and Wmax denote the maximal
height and the maximal width permitted for a character, and both are set as 32
pixels in our experiments.

Color Constraint (CC). We assume if a connected component is only made
up of text pixels, its pixels should have homogeneous color. However, the low
contrast between text and background tends to result in a text connected compo-
nent polluted by background residues (e.g. conglutinated strokes or connection
with background regions (Fig.6 (a))). This kind of residues can not be removed
through simple morphological operations such as ”H-break”, ”open” [14,16]. We
employ the following cues to identify this kind of connected components: (1) the
color distribution of its pixels has a large σC and no large number of pixels fall
in a certain neighborhood of mC or (2) the height or the width of its bounding
box exceeds Hmax or Wmax.

In order to obtain an estimation of the color value of text pixels, we use the
operation δ(L) = L − L ◦ e defined in [16] to get a map from the current image
layer, where ”◦” is the morphological operation ”open” and e is a structure
element whose size is slightly larger than the scale of character strokes (e.g. 4-5
pixels in our experiments). The components left in the map will have the scale
approximating to that of character strokes; we use the mean of the original color
values of the pixels in these components as the estimation and mark it as cT .

For a connected component identified as being polluted by background resi-
dues possibly, if a pixel and more than two of its 8-neighbouring pixels satisfy
the following condition
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|c − cT | > ε1σC . (1)

where c denotes the color value of the pixel and ε1 is a coefficient, the pixel will be
considered as a part of background residues and removed from the image layer.
When all connected components have been processed by the above procedure,
their standard deviation will be updated and a new estimation for cT will be
calculated using the same method, then the same procedure will start again to
check and process each connected component. This iterative process continues
until any connected component identified by our clues as being polluted has no
pixels satisfying the condition (1).

For the text pixels either lost in the preliminary segmentation or removed
by the above process due to variation of their color from the text color, some
morphological operations can be employed to recover them. We use the operation
”bridge” to fill the gaps with the width of one pixel and the operation ”fill” to
fill the holes with the size of one pixel. For the text pixels on the boundary of
character strokes (except the corner pixels), the operation ”majority” can be
used to smooth the contour, i.e. a pixel is set as white if five or more pixels in
its 8-neighbourhood are white, otherwise, the pixel is set as black.

Further we assume that all the connected components corresponding to text
have homogeneous color. For each connected component, we use mC as an es-
timation of the color values of all the pixels in it. If the mC of a connected
component is farthest away from the average color value of the pixels in all
other connected components, it will be removed, if the following condition holds

max
k

|mCk
−

∑
i�=k mCi |Ci|
∑

i�=k |Ci|
| > ε2σL . (2)

where ε2 is a coefficient. Then σL is updated and this iterative process continues
when the condition (2) holds.

Edge Magnitude Constraint (EMC). Intuitively the boundaries of those
connected components corresponding to text should go with strong edges. Con-
trarily, for some of those connected components in the same image layer but
corresponding to background, their boundaries will not go with strong edges, if
the contrast between the two sides of their boundary is low before clustering.
So EMC is specifically used to identify and remove such connected components.
First an edge magnitude map is calculated. Then for each pixel s on the bound-
ary of the current connected component, we locate the pixel r with the maximal
edge magnitude along the normal direction of the pixel s among 1-3 pixels out-
ward and 1 pixel inward. Let r+ and r− denote the two neighboring pixels of r
on the normal. Among these three pixels, the pixel t that has the maximal color
difference from mC is further determined, i.e.

t = arg max
p∈{r,r+,r−}

|cp − mC | . (3)

Let S denote all the pixels obtained through the equation (3) for the pixels on
the boundary of the current connected component. If a large percent of the pixels
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in S have a color value close to mC , i.e. |{p||cp − mC | < ε3σC , p ∈ S}| > ε4|S|,
where ε3 and ε4 are coefficients, the connected component will be removed, since
this condition indicates that the contrast between the connected component and
the regions surrounding is too low, which mean it cannot be a part of text.

Thickness Constraint (TC). Character strokes should have proper size, so a
connected component will be removed, if its height or width exceeds the thresh-
olds Hmax and Wmax. More strictly, character strokes also should have proper
thickness. Considering this fact, we project each remaining connected compo-
nent horizontally and vertically respectively, and obtain the Maximal Continu-
ous Thickness (MCT) for each horizontal scan line and each vertical scan line, as
shown in Fig.4. A threshold η is used to locate the large MCT values. For a con-
nected component, if the number of the large MCT values exceeds a threshold m
or the length that the consecutive large MCT values last (i.e. the 1-run length)
exceeds a threshold n in the horizontal or vertical direction, which means the
connected component looks like a large ”solid block”, it can not be a character
stroke and should be removed. In our experiment,η = 10, m = 24 and n = 6,
which can accept the printed fonts that have larger stroke thickness such as the
bold.

Fig. 4. Maximal Continuous Thickness
(MCT) in horizontal direction

Fig. 5. Definition of spatial relation be-
tween sub-components

All the above constraints are applicable for both western language text and
Chinese text. Since the characters in the latter generally have regular size and
the structure of sub-components, the components relation constraint (CRC) is
designed to refine the segmentation of Chinese characters.

Components Relation Constraint (CRC). Almost all Chinese characters
have similar width and height under the same font and size, and most of them
have the structure of sub-components. Intuitively the sub-components of a Chi-
nese character obey some spatial relation. Thus, a group of rules can be designed
to check the spatial relation between these sub-components. Based on the rules,
those connected components that satisfy the constraint will be combined to form
a new component, and most of the components that correspond to background
residues can be excluded from the true characters, if they fail to satisfy the
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constraint. Finally, a component analysis step can be followed to identify and
eliminate these background residues.

To present the rules, we define the following notions: Hnew and Wnew de-
note the height and the width of the new bounding box if two components are
combined; k1-k6 are the constants determined empirically; Hi and Wi are the
height and the width of the bounding box of the connected component i; other
notations are illustrated in Fig.5. The rules are as follows:

1. After two components are combined, the new bounding box are not supposed
to exceed the maximal dimension, i.e.

Wnew ≤ Wmax ∧ Hnew ≤ Hmax . (4)

2. For two components, if one is completely contained in the bounding box of
the other, i.e. Wnew = max(W1, W2) ∧ Hnew = max(H1, H2), they will be
combined. Otherwise, they will be checked using the following two rules.

3. For two large components, the length of overlapped part of their horizontal
or vertical projection should be large enough and the distance between them
should be within a proper range to guarantee the compactness, i.e.

Olw
max(W1, W2)

> k1 ∧ Disth
min(W1, W2)

< k2
Hmax

Wmax
∨

Olh
max(H1, H2)

> k1 ∧ Distw
min(H1, H2)

< k2
Wmax

Hmax
∨

Olw
max(W1, W2)

+
Olh

max(H1, H2)
> k3 .

(5)

The related notions are shown in Fig.5. A large component here is defined
by the condition W ≥ T1 ∨H ≥ T2, T1, T2 are the thresholds, and we choose
T1 = T2 = 4 in our experiment.

4. For a large component and a small component, the similar constraint about
the overlapped length and distance is defined below,

Olw
min(W1, W2)

> k4 ∧ Disth
min(W1, W2)

< k5
Hmax

Wmax
∨

Olh
min(H1, H2)

> k4 ∧ Distw
min(H1, H2)

< k5
Wmax

Hmax
∨

Olw
min(W1, W2)

+
Olh

min(H1, H2)
> k6 .

(6)

All the components in the same image layer are first ordered according to
their areas. The calculation of check and combination starts from the components
with the largest area, since a large component is more reliable than a smaller one
on locating a character. For a component, if more than one component around
it satisfy the condition for combination, the component, which keeps the most
compactness with it, is chosen, i.e.

i∗ = arg min
i

{max(
|cxi − cx|

Wnew
,
|cyi − cy|

Hnew
)} . (7)
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where (cx, cy) is its geometric center, and (cxi, cyi) is the geometric center of the
component checked. Two combined components are viewed as a new component,
and the process continues until no components can be combined.

After above processing, all the components are further checked through their
size, aspect ratio and filling ratio of their bounding boxes. If the height or width
is too small, or the aspect ratio or filling ratio is not in the predefined range,
the component will be removed. Here, special rules are designed for the Chinese
character ”one”. Any component with similar structure will be checked through
its spatial relation with other components in the image layer and decided whether
it is really a character. The results in each step for the text block in Fig.1 (b)
are shown in Fig.6.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6. (a) The initial text image layer of Fig.1 (b). (b) Result after applying CC. (c)
Result after applying EMC. (d) Result after applying TC. (e) Result after applying
CRC. (f) Final result.

After all the above steps come to the end, most background residues will
have been removed, except those very similar with character strokes. Some of
the left background residues may fall in the bounding boxes of true characters,
CC can be used again within the bounding box to identify them. However, they
cannot be eliminated when they have very similar color with text.

2.3 Selection of the Text Image Layer

After the elimination of background residues from each image layer, we will iden-
tify the text image layer from the K image layers and use it as the input to an
OCR engine. The text image layer generally exhibits a periodical and symmetri-
cal layout, while a great many connected components in the background image
layers are removed by the post-processing step. Thus, they can be easily distin-
guished through many methods, such as projection profile [3], spatial variance
[1] or frequency domain methods.

We employ the X-axis projection profile in our system (Fig.7). The profile
is first smoothed and then binarized. A half of the average value of the profile
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Fig. 7. Result after residue elimination for each layer in Fig.3 and corresponding pro-
jection profile after smoothing and thresholding

is used as the binarization threshold. We use the following cues to identify the
text image layer: (1) the binarized profile of the text image layer has the largest
number of 1-run lengths; (2) the 1-run lengths occur regularly and the spacings
between them are small, which make these spacings have a small mean and a
small standard deviation.

3 Experimental Results

In our experiments, 394 text blocks from video frames at a resolution of 720*576
and 157 text blocks from video frames at a resolution of 352*288 are used as
test datasets. Two datasets contain 3446 Chinese characters and 2096 Chinese
characters respectively. All the text blocks have complex background and those
in the latter set are degraded by us using a Gaussian blur function with a radius
of 2 pixels. To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, character extraction
rate (CER), character recognition rate (CRR) and extra error recognition rate
(ERR) are calculated on each dataset. Here CER, CRR and ERR are defined as:

CER =
Nx

N
, CRR =

Nc

N
, ERR =

Ne

Nr
. (8)

where Nx is the number of characters completely extracted without losing strokes
or being connected with background residues, Nc is the number of charac-
ters correctly recognized by OCR, Ne is the number of background residues
that are wrongly recognized as characters by OCR, Nr is the total number of
characters outputted by the OCR engine, and N is the true total number of
characters.

We compare our algorithm with K-means algorithm to show how much gain
can be obtained from the proposed constraints. The experiments are carried out
on a PC with CPU Pentium IV 1.4G and 512 M memories, and the text recog-
nition is implemented by the commercial software HWOCR 5.0. The following
parameters are used for the coefficients and the constants in our algorithm dur-
ing the experiments: ε1= 1.75 and ε2= 1.6 in CC, ε3= 2.5 and ε4= 0.3 in EMC,
they are all determined experimentally; In CRC, k1-k2 are respectively set as 0.6,
0.9, 0.5, 0.8, 1 and 0.8 based on the spatial relation between sub-components
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Table 1. Performance comparison on the first dataset

CER CRR ERR Speed(Chars/s)

Our algorithm 96.5% 93.9% 1.2% 145
K-means 97.8% 68.4% 4.1% 376

Table 2. Performance comparison on the second dataset

CER CRR ERR Speed(Chars/s)

Our algorithm 94.1% 74.2% 0.7% 139
K-means 88.5% 69.8% 5.3% 438

of printed Chinese characters, they are not sensitive to scales and fonts. The
experimental results on the two datasets are summarized in Table 1 and Table
2 respectively. The speed in the tables refers to the speed of text segmentation,
without including OCR time.

We can see from the experimental results that CRR are improved greatly
from 68.4% to 93.9% for the first dataset but just by 4.4% for the second dataset.
The explanation is that background residues usually appear isolated in the first
dataset while connected with text regions due to blur in the second. In the
first dataset, the employment of all proposed constraints has removed almost
all the isolated residues, but the CC may break or discard character stokes,
which results in the slight decrease of CER. In the second dataset, the CER
increases due to the further segmentation by the CC on those connected com-
ponents where text is connected with background residues. However, a small
increase of 4.4% in CRR shows that the CC is inadequate to give an accurate
further segmentation for those seriously conglutinated strokes. The fall of ERR
in both datasets also proves the effectiveness of the proposed residue elimination
method.

Although the time cost of our algorithm is as 2.5-3 times as that of the
direct K-means, it can still meet the real-time demand. Since all the image
layers independently follow the same procedure in our algorithm, when com-
puted parallelly, the time cost can be reduced to as 1.5-2 times as that of
K-means. The first dataset has 8.74 characters per block and the second is
13.34, so K-means has a lower speed on the first dataset. Our algorithm has
a relatively lower speed on the second dataset, because the CC is executed
more frequently and the computational complexity of the CC and the CRC are
nonlinear.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a text segmentation algorithm in complex background
based on clustering and post-processing. A group of robust constraints are de-
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signed which can effectively eliminate a wide range of background residues, and
thus have overcome some drawbacks of the existing text segmentation methods
when applied in complex background. Moreover, these constraints are indepen-
dent from each other and from the initial segmentation algorithm, thus they
can be applied optionally on demand. The experiments show that our algorithm
works well in extremely complex background and is competent for lightly blurred
text. Our algorithm also has a parallel computational architecture and can meet
real-time demand.
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